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Indian Express Editorial – Union Vs AI (17 July 2023) 

1. Artificial Intelligence (noun) – a field, 

which combines computer science and 

robust datasets, to enable problem-

solving. 

2. Strike (noun) – a refusal to work 

organized by a body of employees as a 

form of protest, typically in an attempt to 

gain a concession or concessions from 

their employer.       

3. Perhaps (adverb) – Maybe, possibly, 

perchance, conceivably, feasibly      

4. Significantly (adverb) – Importantly, 

notably, substantially, meaningfully, 

markedly.                

5. Era (noun) – Period, epoch, age, time.     

6. Impose (verb) – Enforce, foist, inflict, levy. 

      

7. Streaming giants (noun) – It includes 

Netflix, Hotstar, Jio cinema, etc. 

8. Lead (to) (verb) – Result in, bring about, 

cause, produce.  ज       

9. Residual (noun) – a royalty paid to a 

performer, writer, etc. for a repeat of a 

play, television show, etc 

10. Gig economy (noun) – a way of working 

that is based on people having temporary 

jobs or doing separate pieces of work, 

each paid separately, rather than working 

for an employer.  

11. Jargon (noun) – special words and 

phrases that are used by particular groups 

of people, especially in their work 

12. Et al (noun) – and other people  और     

    

13. Uncertainty (noun) – Doubt, ambiguity, 

vagueness, unclearness.           

14. Collective bargaining (noun) – 

Negotiation of wages and other 

conditions of employment by an 

organized body of employees. 

15. Tinsel town (noun) – Hollywood or the 

superficially glamorous world of the 

Hollywood film industry. 

16. White collar job (noun) – Professional, 

managerial, or administrative work. 

17. Redundant (adjective) – Unnecessary, not 

needed, superfluous.         

18. Data cruncher (noun) – A person or 

machine that performs data analysis or 

processing 

19. Realm (noun) – Domain, area, field, 

province.     

20. Speculative fiction (noun) – a category of 

fiction that, in its broadest sense, 

encompasses the genres that depart from 

reality. 

21. Fiction (noun) – Literature, novels, stories. 
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22. Lag behind (phrasal verb) – Trail, fall 

behind, be left behind.      र  ज    

23. Woefully (adverb) – Regrettably, 

lamentably, deplorably.             

24. Compromise (noun) – Negotiation, 

concession, conciliation, settlement,  

       

25. Sustainable (adjective) – Maintainable, 

supportable, viable, defensible     

26. Facet (noun) – Aspect, feature, element. 

     

27. Stand out (phrasal verb) – Be noticeable, 

be visible, be seen. उभर  र           

28. Halt (noun) – Stop, standstill, cease. 

  र   

29. Solidarity (noun) – Unity, agreement, 

harmony, cohesion, unanimity   ज     

30. Influence (noun) – Impact, control, sway. 

 भ   

31. Propaganda (noun) – Disinformation, 

promotion, advertising.    र 
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The Hindu Editorial – Something Special (18 July 2023) 

1. Uniquely (adverb) – Exclusively, 

individually, exceptionally              

2. Ties (noun) – connection, relations, 

link, bond, association       

3. Strategic (adjective) – deliberate, 

planned, calculated, tactical, 

systematic   ज      

4. Agenda (noun) – a list of items to be 

discussed at a formal meeting.          

5. Slew (noun) – multitude, large number, 

abundance, host, mass              

6. Tri-service (adjective) – Pertaining to 

something involving all three branches 

of a country's armed forces (Army, 

Navy, and Air Force). This term does 

not have an equivalent Hindi 

translation but is understood in its 

English form in military context in 

India. 

7. Extend (verb) – offer, propose, give, 

provide        र   

8. Road map (noun) – plan, strategy, 

guideline, blueprint   ज     

9. Horizon 2047 (noun) – This term is 

specific to the India-France strategic 

partnership, referring to their strategic 

road map for the next 25 years from 

2023. It does not have a Hindi 

translation. 

10. Green transition (noun) – the process 

of changing from an economy reliant 

on fossil fuels to one that is sustainable 

and environmentally friendly 

11. Naval (adjective) – maritime, marine, 

nautical, sea-going, seafaring        
       

12. Trilateral (adjective) – three-sided, 

triangular, involving three parties or 

countries        

13. In principle (phrase) – fundamentally, 

basically, essentially, in essence        

   

14. Off-the-shelf (phrase) – not designed 

or made to order but taken from 

existing stock or supplies.             र; 

                   उ     

15. Submarine (noun) – a ship that can 

travel underwater         

16. Strategic (adjective) – relating to the 

gaining of overall or long-term military 

advantage.     र  

17. Autonomy (noun) – self-governance, 

independence, sovereignty, freedom 
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18. Steadfast (adjective) – unswerving, 

unwavering, resolute, loyal          

19. Refusal (noun) – Denial, rejection, 

negation, rebuttal, rebuff     र 

20. Western (adjective) – Relating to U.S.A 

and other European countries 

21. Pushback (noun) – resistance, 

opposition, refusal to accept    र   

22. Exhort (verb) – urge, encourage, call 

on, press, insist, spur    र    र   

23. Stand (noun) – viewpoint, perspective, 

position, standpoint    

24. Push (noun) – drive, thrust, impulse, 

effort      

25. Sanction (noun) – penalty, punishment, 

deterrent, restriction, ban, injunction 

       

26. Step in (phrasal verb) – intervene, 

intercede, become involved        

 र   

27. Resolution (noun) – Motion, proposal, 

proposition, ruling, verdict       

28. Criticise (verb) – condemn, attack, 

censure, denounce         र   

29. Alleged (adjective) – supposed, 

claimed, professed, purported      

30. Violation (noun) – breach, 

infringement, contravention, 

transgression उ      

31. Bring up (phrasal verb) – mention, 

raise, introduce, broach              

32. Immigrant (noun) – a person who 

comes to live permanently in a foreign 

country.        

33. Coalition (noun) – alliance, union, 

partnership, league        

34. Alliance (noun) – association, union, 

partnership, affiliation     

35. Content (noun) – satisfied, pleased, 

gratified, fulfilled        

36. Forge (verb) – create, build, construct, 

form         र   

37. Bilaterally (adverb) – involving two 

groups or countries; mutually         

      

38. Symbolism (noun) – representation, 

metaphor, allegory         

39. Substance (noun) – essence, reality, 

actuality, matter; the quality of being 

important, valid, or significant.    ,   र 
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The Hindu Editorial – Eye on Emirati flows (19 July 2023) 

1.  Eye on (phrasal verb) –to watch (someone 

or something) very closely.   र र    

2. Emirati (adjective) – relating to the United 

Arab Emirates or its citizens.    र    

3. Flow (noun) – Inflow and outflow of Cash. 

4. Framework (noun) – structure, formation, 

scheme, system, set-up   र    

5. Establish (verb) – to set up, start, initiate, 

create, install         र   

6. Enable (verb) – to make possible, allow, 

permit, facilitate      र   

7. Cross-border (adjective) – relating to or 

occurring between different countries. 

      र 

8. Promote (verb) – to encourage, advance, 

boost, foster            

9. Bilaterally (adverb) – in a way that involves 

two parties, typically countries, equally; with 

the participation or agreement of both sides. 

              

10. Intermediary (noun) – a person who acts as 

a link between people in order to try and 

bring about an agreement; a mediator. 

      

11. Memorandum of understanding (MoU) 

(noun) – a formal agreement between two 

or more parties.             

12. Current account (noun) – a financial term for 

a type of account that typically holds liquid 

funds used for day-to-day spending and 

operations.           

13. Capital account (noun) – a financial account 

that shows the net change in asset 

ownership for a nation.    ज       

14. Facilitate (verb) – to make easier, simplify, 

assist, enable            

15. Settlement (noun) – agreement, resolution, 

conclusion        

16. Put in place (phrase) – to establish or initiate 

(a new system, procedure, etc.).        

 र   

17. Likely (adjective) – probable, possible, 

expected   भ    

18. Interlink (verb) – to connect or join together; 

to interconnect.        ज     

19. Consequence (noun) – result, outcome, 

effect   र    

20. Establishment (noun) – creation, institution, 

inception        

21. Mechanism (noun) – system, process, 

procedure     

22. Factor in (phrasal verb) – to include or 

consider a particular fact or situation when 
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you are thinking about or planning 

something.     र         

23. Exchange rate risk (noun) – the possibility of 

experiencing losses or gains due to 

fluctuations in exchange rates between 

currencies 

24. Quote (verb) – to give someone (usually in 

writing) the exact price that you will charge 

to do a job.  भ         

25. Boost (verb) – to improve, enhance, uplift, 

increase            

26. Potentially (adverb) – possibly, probably, 

likely   भ           

27. Precursor (noun) – forerunner, predecessor, 

harbinger      भ  ,   -    

28. Bilateral (adjective) – involving two parties, 

usually countries, or sides.         

29. Accord (noun) – agreement, pact, treaty 

       

30. Internationalisation (noun) – the act of 

making something available or usable in 

multiple countries.    र       र  

31. Laudable (adjective) – praiseworthy, 

commendable, admirable         

32. Hinge (on) (verb) – depend entirely on, hang 

on, be contingent on   भ र      

33. Extent (noun) – degree, level, scale   र,    

34. Adoption (noun) – acceptance, approval, 

endorsement        ,      र  

35. Widen (verb) – to increase in amount or 

extent.      र  र   

36. Comprehensive Economic Partnership 

Agreement (CEPA) (noun) – an agreement 

between two countries for reducing or 

eliminating customs duties on certain goods 

traded between them. 

37. Come into effect (phrase) – to become valid 

or active.  भ         

38. Remunerative (adjective) – profitable, 

rewarding, beneficial   भ     

39. Avenue (noun) – way, method, means      

40. Deploy (verb) – utilize, use, employ उ     

 र   

41. Potential (adjective) – possible, likely, 

prospective   भ     

42. Step up (phrasal verb) – to increase or 

improve the way one does something.       

43. Entrepot (noun) – a port, city, or other 

center to which goods are brought for 

import and export, and for collection and 

distribution. 

44. For instance (phrase) – as an example, for 

example, such as उ   र         
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45. Gateway (noun) – a technology used by 

merchants to accept debit or credit card 

purchases from customers. 

46. Given (preposition) – considering, taking into 

account, bearing in mind           

47. Predecessor (noun) – someone or something 

that came before another.         

48. De facto (phrase) – in fact, or in effect, 

whether by right or not.               

49. Reestablish (verb) – to establish (something) 

again.              र   

50. Ties (noun) – connections, relationships, 

bonds       

51. Rapidly (adverb) – quickly, swiftly, speedily 

  ज     

52. Evolving (adjective) – developing gradually, 

progressing, unfolding                 

53. Base (verb) – establish as a basis for 

something; found or ground.     र   र   

54. Cold (adjective) – unemotional, detached, 

unresponsive, indifferent उ      

55. Policymaker (noun) – a person responsible 

for making policy, especially in government. 

             

56. Cognisant (adjective) – aware, conscious, 

understanding ज     

57. Emanate (from) (verb) – originate from, arise 

from, spring from उ          
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The Tribune Editorial – "Rip-off" degrees (20 July 2023) 

1.  Rip-off (noun) – a fraud or swindle, 

especially something that is grossly 

overpriced.   ,    

2. Likely (adjective) – Probable, Possible, 

Expected, Presumed, Anticipated.   भ     

3. Seek (verb) – try, attempt, endeavour, 

aim        र   

4. Effect (verb) – Execute, Implement, Bring 

about.       र   

5. Crackdown (noun) – Clampdown, 

Suppression, Repression, Punitive action. 

      र      र   

6. Mere (adjective) – Pure, Simple, Sheer, 

Bare, Plain.      

7. Decent (adjective) – of an acceptable 

standard; satisfactory. उ  र,       

8. Burden (verb) – Weigh down, Overload, 

Encumber, Strain, Oppress.               
       

9. Hefty (adjective) – Bulky, Large, 

Substantial, Massive, Weighty. भ र  

10. Criticise (verb) – Denounce, Condemn, 

Disapprove, Reprimand, Chastise. 

        र   

11. Flock (verb) – Gather, Congregate, 

Assemble, Rally, Group together. ज   
     

12. Prospect (noun) – Outlook, Perspective, 

Possibility, Forecast, Prediction.   भ     

13. Notably (adverb) – Particularly, Especially, 

Mainly, Mostly, Primarily.             

14. Cohort (noun) – Group, Contingent, 

Company, Battalion, Brigade.      

15. Argument (noun) – Debate, Discussion, 

Disputation, Contention, Claim.     

16. Prospective (adjective) – Potential, Likely, 

Prospective, Possible, Expected.   भ     

17. Weigh in (phrasal verb) – to give an 

opinion or enter a discussion or argument 

    र  र   

18. Stakeholder (noun) – Investor, 

Shareholder, Contributor, Party involved, 

Participant.      र  

19. Back (verb) – Support, Endorse, Advocate, 

Stand by, Champion.        र   

20. Perusal (noun) – Examination, Study, 

Scrutiny, Inspection, Review.       

21. Sift (verb) – to make a close examination 

of something    -     र   
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22. Mediocre (adjective) – not very good  

23. Must (noun) – Requirement, Necessity, 

Need, Obligation, Duty.         

24. Aspire (verb) – Desire, Wish, Hope, Yearn, 

Aim.       र   

25. Significance (noun) – Importance, 

Relevance, Meaning, Value, Essence. 

     

26. In the light of (phrase) – Considering, 

Given, Because of, In view of.           

27. Vent (verb) – Express, Utter, Voice, State, 

Air.      र   

28. Resonance (noun) – Reverberation, Echo, 

Resound, Vibration, Ringing.    ज 

29. Heart-rending (adjective) – causing great 

sympathy or sadness    भ   ,    ज   

30. Viable (adjective) – Feasible, practical, 

workable, realistic, achievable.         

31. Worthwhile (adjective) – Valuable, 

Useful, Productive, Beneficial, Rewarding. 

  भ  र  
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The Pioneer Editorial – Scripting a success story (21 July 2023) 

1. Script (verb) – write a script for       

2. Thriving (adjective) – Flourishing, 

prosperous, booming, blooming, successful 

     

3. Ecosystem (noun) – a complex network or 

interconnected system.    र            

4. Owe (verb) – Be indebted, be obligated, be 

beholden, be bound, be under an obligation 

         

5. Foster (verb) – Promote, support, nurture, 

encourage, cultivate              

6. Decade (noun) – Ten years, decennium     

7. Propel (verb) – Drive, push, thrust, impel, 

motivate    र   र   

8. Burgeoning (adjective) – Growing, 

expanding, flourishing, proliferating, 

blooming      

9. Central (to) (adjective) – Essential, 

fundamental, pivotal, crucial, key       

10. Steadfast (adjective) – Unwavering, resolute, 

loyal, faithful, unswerving    

11. Commitment (noun) – Pledge, promise, vow, 

obligation          

12. Nurture (verb) – to encourage something to 

develop and to help it succeed       और 

     -                        र   

13. Span (verb) – Cover, bridge, stretch across, 

extend        

14. Incentive (noun) – Motivation, stimulus, 

inducement, encouragement         

15. Play a role in (phrase) – Contribute to, be 

instrumental in, be a factor in भ        भ    

16. Pivotal (adjective) – Central, crucial, vital, 

key          

17. Accelerate (verb) – Speed up, hasten, 

expedite, quicken               

18. Testament (to) (noun) – Witness, evidence, 

proof, attestation      

19. Boast (verb) –  to talk with too much pride 

about something that you have or can do 

        र  ,            ,      र   

20. Trail (verb) – Follow, pursue, track, tail      
 र   

21. Unicorn (noun) – a start-up company valued 

at more than a billion dollars, typically in the 

software or technology sector. 

22. Highlight (verb) – Emphasize, underline, 

underscore, spotlight                  
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23. Prominence (noun) – Importance, eminence, 

significance, stature        

24. Proactive (adjective) – Forward-thinking, 

anticipatory, preventive, initiative-taking 

       

25. Collaboration (noun) – Partnership, alliance, 

teamwork, cooperation       

26. Academia (noun) – Scholarly environment, 

educational institutions       ज   

27. Concerned (adjective) – Affected, involved, 

related, be about         

28. Stakeholder (noun) – Participant, 

shareholder, investor, contributor      र  

29. Conducive (to) (adjective) – Favorable, 

beneficial, helpful, advantageous       / 

      

30. Notably (adverb) – Especially, particularly, 

significantly, importantly             

31. Instrumental (in) (adjective) – Contributory, 

pivotal, key, vital       

32. Promote (verb) – Encourage, advance, 

support, boost            

33. Potential (noun) – Possibility, capability, 

promise   भ    /      

34. Account for (phrasal verb) – Constitute, 

form, comprise, make up, total,       

35. Drive (verb) – Cause something to happen 

   र   र   

36. Address (verb) – Tackle, attend to, deal with, 

handle        ,         

37. Pressing (adjective) – Urgent, critical, crucial, 

imperative       ज र  

38. Showcase (verb) – Display, exhibit, present, 

highlight         र   

39. Resilience (noun) – Toughness, strength, 

fortitude, robustness  ज     

40. Resourcefulness (noun) – Ingenuity, 

inventiveness, creativity, cleverness; the 

ability to find quick and clever ways to 

overcome difficulties.    -    

41. Vibrant (adjective) – Energetic, lively, 

dynamic, spirited ज     

42. Be at the forefront (phrase) – Lead, be a 

pioneer, be in the vanguard           

43. Leverage (verb) – Utilize, exploit, harness, 

use to advantage   भ उ     

44. Intervention (noun) – Involvement, 

interference, mediation, arbitration        

45. Thereby (adverb) – As a result, 

consequently, hence, thus     ,  ज         

46. Remarkable (adjective) – Extraordinary, 

outstanding, notable, striking उ        
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47. Revolutionise (verb) – Transform, overhaul, 

alter dramatically        र    र          

48. Enhance (verb) – Boost, elevate, augment, 

improve       

49. Productivity (noun) – Efficiency, output, 

production, yield उ        

50. Bolster (verb) – Strengthen, support, boost, 

reinforce  ज          

51. Empower (verb) – Authorize, enable, entitle, 

license       र   

52. Provision (noun) – Arrangement, facility, 

measure, plan        

53. Infrastructure (noun) – Facilities, structure, 

system, framework     र    र    

54. Numerous (adjective) – Many, multiple, 

myriad, countless      

55. Flourish (verb) – Thrive, prosper, burgeon, 

bloom       

56. Fuel (verb) – Energize, power, stimulate, 

kindle    र   र   

57. Ingenuity (noun) – Creativity, cleverness, 

inventiveness, resourcefulness    भ  

58. Enthusiasm (noun) – Eagerness, passion, 

zeal, fervor उ     

59. Poise (for) (verb) – be ready and prepared to 

do something.     र      

60. Equitable (adjective) – Fair, just, impartial, 

unbiased      
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The Hindu Editorial – No Quick fix (22 July 2023) 

1. Quick fix (phrase) – an expedient, 

temporary solution,              / 

उ    

2. Incentivise (verb) – motivate or 

encourage           र   

3. Legislation (noun) – Lawmaking, 

legislature, regulation, law, bill       

4. Slated (adjective) – Scheduled, planned, 

intended, set, arranged       र  

5. Table (verb) – Present, introduce, put 

forward, submit, propose        र   

6. Public domain (noun) – If information is in 

the public domain, it is available for 

everyone to see or know about: 

7. Envisage (verb) – Foresee, anticipate, 

predict, imagine, contemplate   र      
 र   

8. Fund (verb) – a sum of money saved or 

made available for a particular purpose. 

   ज        

9. Draw on (phrasal verb) – use one's 

experience, talents, or skills as a resource. 

            

10. Go by (phrasal verb) – Abide by, follow, 

adhere to, obey       र   

11. Draw (verb) – Get, obtain, extract, derive, 

take,       र    

12. Lag behind (phrasal verb) – Trail, fall 

behind, be behind, trail behind      र    

13. Reliant (on) (adjective) – Dependent on, 

counting on, leaning on   भ र      

14. Galvanise (verb) – Stimulate, motivate, 

excite, inspire    र   र   

15. Reasonable (adjective) – Logical, rational, 

sensible, fair उ    

16. Execute (verb) – Implement, carry out, 

perform, accomplish            र   

17. Corporate social responsibility (CSR) 

(noun) – A company's sense of 

responsibility towards the community and 

environment in which it operates, 

expressed in terms of social and 

environmental initiatives. 

18. Obligation (noun) – Duty, responsibility, 

commitment, liability       

19. Direct (verb) – Guide, lead, steer, 

command          र   

20. Sanitation (noun) – Hygiene, cleanliness, 

health, sanitization        

21. Say (noun) – Influence, authority, sway, 

control  भ   
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22. Coax (verb) – Persuade, convince, 

encourage, tempt       

23. Remain to be seen (phrase) – used to 

express the notion that something is not 

yet known.               

24. Sustained (adjective) – Continuous, 

constant, steady, ongoing   र  र 

25. Encourage (verb) – Promote, support, 

foster, spur           र   

26. Proprietary technology (noun) – 

Technology that is owned by a particular 

company and that only it has the legal 

right to use. 

27. Philanthropy (noun) – Charitable work, 

altruism, generosity, charity          

28. Unlikely (adjective) – Improbable, 

doubtful, questionable, uncertain   भ     
     

29. Panacea (noun) – Cure-all, universal 

remedy, magic bullet र      

  


